Site: School of Audiology and Speech Sciences
Position: Instructor
Job Information
SASS has a teaching opportunity! We are looking for clinical instructors to take on development and
teaching of brand new courses for the UBC Vancouver Summer Program.
The Vancouver Summer Program (VSP) offers international students (mostly undergraduates) the
chance to enroll in month-long, full-time learning experiences during the summer. The students pick
from bundles of two associated classes, both offered by the same department. Each course has 39 hours
of contact time (the equivalent of a 3-credit course). SASS is in the process of developing two courses to
offer in 2020 and we are looking for passionate instructors to spearhead the design and teaching of
these courses! The course titles are: Typical and impaired communication across the lifespan (a survey
course) and How technology is changing the way we communicate.
The job: Work with myself (the VSP coordinator) and in consultation with SASS faculty to design one of
the courses, and be the primary instructor when it’s offered in summer 2020. It is expected that you
would use guest lecturers for some of the topics.
The two topics we’re proposing are tightly interwoven, so we’re open to one motivated instructor taking
on both courses. If we hire two instructors, we anticipate that they will work closely together with my
support.
The compensation: The pay for developing and teaching one course is $7,500. It would be $15,000 for
taking on both courses.
The timeline: Although VSP courses can be offered in either June-July or July-August, for enrollment
reasons July-August is preferable. The course development should be mostly complete before August
2019, leaving ample time for final touches before the course launch in 2020.
You can learn more about the Vancouver Summer Program here:
https://vancouversummerprogram.ubc.ca/
If you might be interested in being an instructor for one or both of the School’s VSP course offerings, or
if you would just like more information including the skeleton outlines for the courses, please contact
me at hillary.stahl@audiospeech.ubc.ca.
Looking forward to hearing from you!
Hillary Stahl, M.Sc., R.SLP
UBC School of Audiology and Speech Sciences
Vancouver Summer Program Coordinator
604-822-6664

